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At least every 5 years

Visual and function test by:
the user

Visual and
function test as

well as pressure test 
only to be carried out by:

the manufacturer*

   Visual and 
 function test as 
well as pressure test  
only to be carried 
 out by: the
  manufacturer*

Visual and        
function test by: 
the specialist

Emergency Pneumatics.

Function testing

 § Pressure regulator
 q Connect pressure regulator to the bottle
 q Close the blocking valve on the pressure regulator
 q Open the compressed air bottle
 q Front pressure gauge
 q Back pressure gauge
 q Set the pressure to 5 bar (73 psi). The pressure must,

 to a large extent, remain constant over a period of 5 minutes
 q Test the complete adjustment range, the safety valve remains closed
 q No air must escape from the connection hose at a maximum

 adjusted pressure and when the blocking valve is closed

 § Controllers
 q Connect the air hose at the controller with an outlet pressure of

 approximately 5 bar (73 psi). Air must not escape from the air hose
 or in the area of the controller inlet coupling after opening the
 blocking valve on the pressure regulator

 q Connect pressure regulator and set to maximum pressure
 q Connect the infl ation hoses on the controller for function testing

 the safety valve and the gauges of the controller
 connect the open ends of the infl ation hoses to the blind coupling

 q Connect the test gauge onto the blind coupling so that the gauge
 and safety valve can be checked

Lifting Bags 0.5 bar + 1 bar (7.25 psi + 14.5 psi)
 q Infl ate the lifting bag to a maximum of 0.1 bar (1.45 psi)

 and repeat visual check
 q Now increase the pressure by 50% of the operating pressure
 q The pressure drop must not be more than 10% within 1 hour
 q Now increase to the maximum operating pressure

Lifting Bags 1 bar (14.5 psi)
Wedge Lifting Bags 1 bar (14.5 psi)  
Aircraft Lifting Bags 0.5 bar (7.25 psi) 
Aircraft Lifting Bags 1 bar (14.5 psi)

Function testing

 § Pressure regulator
 q Connect pressure regulator to the bottle
 q Close the blocking valve on the pressure regulator
 q Open the compressed air bottle
 q Front pressure gauge
 q Back pressure gauge
 q Set the pressure to 5 bar (73 psi). The pressure must,

 to a large extent, remain constant over a period of 5 minutes
 q Test the complete adjustment range, the safty valve remains closed
 q No air must escape from the connection hose at a maximum

 adjusted pressure and when the blocking valve is closed

 § Controllers
 q Connect the air hose at the controller with an outlet pressure of

 approximately 5 bar (73 psi). Air must not escape from the air hose
 or in the area of the controller inlet coupling after opening the
 blocking valve on the pressure regulator

 q Connect pressure regulator and set to maximum pressure
 q Connect the infl ation hoses on the controller for function testing

 the safety valve and the gauges of the controller
 connect the open ends of the infl ation hoses to the blind coupling

 q Connect the test gauge onto the blind coupling so that the gauge
 and safety valve can be checked

Lifting Bags 8 / 10 / 12 bar (116 / 145 / 174 psi)
 q Infl ate the lifting bag to a maximum of 4.0 bar (48 psi), visual check 
 q Now increase to the maximum operating pressure and repeat visual check
 q The pressure drop must not be more than 10% within 3 minutes

 Connectable Bags C.Tec 10 bar (145 psi)
 q Infl ate the lifting bag to a maximum of 5.0 bar (73 psi), visual check
 q Now increase to the maximun operating pressure and repeat visual check
 q The pressure drop must not be more than 10% within 3 minutes

Pressure test
 q Carry out pressure test with water at 1.3 times the operating pressure, 

 testing time 3-5 minutes

Visual check

 § Pressure Regulator
 q Inlet seal
 q Bottle connection
 q Front and back pressure gauge
 q Markings of the maximum pressure
 q Pressure adjustment
 q Handwheel, securing screw, valve
 q Testing of the connection hose

 

 § Infl ation hoses
 q Cuts
 q Punctures
 q Cracks
 q Bare base material
 q Bends
 q Bonding coupling/nipple
 q Sleeve

 

 § Controllers
 q Couplings
 q Control arms and ball valve handles
 q Seals of the safety valves
 q The housing

Visual check
 q Cuts
 q Punctures
 q Cracks
 q Bare base material
 q Side wall material
 q Adhesive seams and overlap zones
 q Inlet coupling
 q Carrying loops

Visual check
 q Cuts
 q Punctures
 q Cracks
 q Abrasions
 q Bare base material
 q Eff ects of chemicals or heat
 q Infl ation connection/ Input  

 nipple
 q Carrying loops

Connectable Bags C.Tec additional:
 q No damage to the load and 

 connection plate
 q Connection process of two bags   

 should be smooth-running

Mini Lifting Bags 8 bar (116 psi)
Ultra Flat S.Tec 10 bar (145 psi)
S.Tec Bags 10 bar (145 psi)
Connectable Bags C.Tec 10 bar (145 psi)
S.Tec 12 Lifting Bags  12 bar (174 psi)

Filling units

Version: 09.2015

The specialist:

The specialist is qualifi ed for testing the fi ttings 
and equipment of the fi re service if he has, 
owing to specialized training and experience, 
suffi  cient knowledge in the area of the fi ttings 
and equipment to be tested. In addition to this 
he must also be conversant with the pertinent 
work regulations, accident regulations, guide-
lines and generally recognized technical regula-
tions (e.g. CEN Standards, ISO standards) so that 
he is able to assess the safety condition of the 
corresponding fi ttings and the corresponding 
equipment. 

The specialist must have had professional 
training and specifi c fi re service training (e.g. 
as a mechanic for fi re service equipment) by 
which professional knowledge and specialized 
knowledge can be substantiated. He must have 
practical experience of fi ttings and equipment 
belonging to the fi re service and know causes 
which induce testing. In order to maintain his 
qualifi cations, he must undergo regular exami-
nations and attend suitable, continuous and 
advanced training courses.

The specialist with additional training from
the manufacturer:

Competent are trained or authorized skilled 
staff  for the execution of the corresponding 
examinations of the manufacturer.

User:

The user is the person responsible for using the 
corresponding equipment.

*Manufacturer:

Only Vetter GmbH is the manufacturer and is 
especially responsible for the manufacturer’s 
test of the corresponding equipment by autho-
rized skilled staff .
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S.Tec 12 Lifting Bags  12 bar (174 psi)

After operation

Yearly

At least every 5 years
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Visual and
function test as

well as pressure test by:
a specialist with additional

training from the manufacturer
or by the manufacturer*

himself

    Visual and
  function test as
 well as pressure test
by: a specialist with
additional training from
 the manufacturer or
  by the manufac-
   turer* himself

Visual and        
function test by: 
the specialist


